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TALK TO THIRD WORLD LAW STUDENTS'UNITY CONFERENCE
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL, NEW YORK CITY,
SATURDAY, MARCH 7, 1981

BY PREXY NESBITT

Talk ·to Third world Law Students, Unity Conference, Columbia University Law
School~ Ne~York Ci~ y, Saturday, March 7, 1981

I'm very happy to have the opportunity to be here with you today.
In many ways I greet many of you as old friends. As you went through
that pledge I was reminded of many ~uch similar pledges that we've
been involved in on different campuses, and in different union halls
in the last few years. An I hope that the pledge you just took
will be taken as seriously and as deeply as some of the same pledges
that many people all over the world are taking at this time. I am
very happy to be with you today in another respect,too.
I come to you somewhat as an exception

to the American pattern of

segregated living. I was raised in a Third World house in Chicago
that was a real testimony to unity. We had everybody living in our
house. In a small building on the west side there were Black folk,
Puerto Riacan folk, Mexican folk, white folk, every kind of group.
In fact although it was a predominantly Black inner city community
and tightly-knit it was kind of known if you saw strange looking
folk walking around the word don't mess with them, man, they are from
the Nesbitt household. Ours was a household that was a very
committed group of people.
I'm glad tonight, too, that I am not a 10 year old Black child in
Atlanta, or a taxi driver in Buffalo, or a Namibian pastor in
Ovarnboland, or a sixteen year old Indian woman waiting to have
her pelvis examined by some callous British customs official as
part of her entry at the London airport just so as to rejoin
relatives on the other side of the barrier.
I rejoice that in front of you is a fighting Black man and I will
greet you as such, all of you. I am not in front of you as the
research secretary for the Programme to Combat Racism of the World
Council of Churches. My remarks will be much deeper than simply
those corning from the perspective of someone in charge of research
for a world body. And I guess I better issue the usual disclaimer
that some of the things you hear are not necessarily the views of
the World Council of Churches.
after today -

(That is so I can go back to work

(laughter)).

There are many others eminently more qualified than myself to share
with you some of their analysis, experience, and perspectives and
we've heard a lot of them. They are not necessarily _well known names
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like Robert Mugabe, President of Zimbabwe or sister Angela Davis
or the Brazilian trade unionist Lula. There are a lot of men and
women who I have had the privilege to know in the last few years
who are in exile. Many who are in prisons, many as was mentioned
today who have been buried, folk who s ~ only crime was that they
cared too much.
I come to you too with a real sense of humility. I've sat in a lot
of this country's courtrooms, whether because of black American's
situation or the situation of many other folk in this country. And
you'al have a tremendous responsibility in front of you. The remarks
of the older brother , the Puerto Rican brother, Valentin, it's :: always
wonderful to hear older brothers like we heard this morning, his
remarks reminded me of what it has been like a few times in Chicago's
courtrooms where I'd walk in and I'd get mistaken for a lawyer, just
cause I am big, I carry myself erect, and I look like I know what
I am doing. And it just reminds me of the responsibility you all
have as you go about doing your legal work, employing this tool
that you have. So I come here to you with a sense of humilF-y. But
I'll try to be some kind of a keynote speaker. I'll try to address
myself to some things, a couple of things as quickly as possible.
It has been a long and productive day and I think it should end
that way on a very productive note. But I think there are a few
things that we've got to hit on just very quick. I think we have
to look a little bit deeper and understand a little bit more
about this beast we're up against. I'm going to make reference
to "rawhide and rainbow" in the next few minutes, according to
a recent article in the London Observer rawhide and rainbow are
code names that the Secret Service uses for you al's movie star
President and his movie star wife Nancy. Now rawhide and rainbow
are representative of a particular kind of system and i t s called
Imperialism. And that system has certain kinds of characteristics:
expansion, aggrandizement, greed. One part of that system was
when America went to war during World War II. As Pearl Habor was
burning up, Coca Cola Co. announced that it was going to make
Cokes available to every American servicemen all over the world.
General Eisenhower said at the time that he thought the best thing
to help his boys win was gonna be having them h ~ve a Coca Cola
Company wherever

they went. So they built Coca Cola companies

all over and the Coca Cola companies literally followed the troops as
they moved out to different parts of the world. Because as one
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Coke Vice-President said: "When a soldier has a Coke it reminds him of
what he is fighting for." And as a result of that there are now some
59 or 63 different Coca Cola plants all over Europe, Asia, µatin
America and Africa and 59 of them have been installed at the expense
of the American government. Well, I te'll that little anecdote just to
say that we've got to keep constantly in front of ourselves the
nature of what we're up against. Weinberger, Haig, Reagan, Crocker,
Helms, Lefevre, the Attorney General Smith talking yesterday on
television saying how he was now out after brothers who did violent
crime in the street for those were the real criminals. This, that
blue-eyed man told us all on TV. But I asked myself then and ask now
who are the real criminals? All those names I just cited have something in common and I want to submit to you that those are the real
terrorists. Those are the terrorists of a global nature. Their
terrorism is not just limited to the United States, it has a global
dimension.
We're dealing with a very heavy period where the rise of racism is
coinciding with the rise of economic tensions all over the world.
The cutbacks, what was mentioned earlier in terms of the total
abolishment of legal aid for poor people, price rises for loss of
services, in short Rainbow and rawhide are messing with

everbody

right now. We're seeing a period where there is a demise of the blue
eyed, blonde, jolly green giant that coincides with an intensifiication
of global class struggle. And as part of the- desperate measures of
that jolly green giant you're seeing his exploitative methods
broaden to more and more forms.
It is a period in which we're seeing as well a rise in the use of
systematic assassination. I think we can call sterilization abuse
but one more variant of these systematic state run assassinations.
But if you look at Bolivia, El Salvador, East Timor, South Africa,
Atlanta, Georgetown, you see a consistency in all those patterns.
It is the consistency of not individual killing after killing but
masses of people being killed. Not one or two but masses. And its
always characterized by involving civilians who are shot down, people
who are involved in the process of resistance or revolutionary
change. 13,104 people were killed in ElSalvador last year. In
~

'

...

January alone 9 people ripped off in Bolivia. Since April 1975
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there have been over 100,000 people killed in East Timor. I think
I am sufficiently cynical or sufficiently e~perienced to believe
that these are not simply right wing or fringe groups but it is
a function of the capitalist state a t this particular epoch.
I can't help but think of the very telling comments of Les Payne
in our workshop today as he analyzed surveillance in the 60's.
We are now in a period where those same patterns of surveillance
are being expanded to try to encompass more and more numbers.
But I don't want to bring to you just a grim message because I
think that there is a dialectical relationship between the fact
of more and more state initiated terrorism and more and more
peoples responses that' are going on all over theworld. · I could spend
a long _time sharing with you the wonderful experiences I have had
at being a part of the liberation struggles in Mozambique, supporting
the struggles in Guine-Bissau, Namibia, Zimbabwe, South Africa, and
Angola. I could share with you '\he . kind of . th i ngs that I have been
able to learn from these brothers and sisters about the clarity
of their struggle. The unity that is based around defining the enemy
not in terms of skin color but in terms of the function of exploitation.
I wish I could share with you also as part of our analyzing "peoples
responses" the fact of the difficulties that some of those same
areas are having now as they enter the most difficult stage of
struggle, the post-independence period of national reconstruction,
of forging a new society, of building new relations between men and
women. It is indeed too bad that we don't have more time to go
through systematically and point out where we as legal people can
go after the vulnerable spots to end the patterns of destabilization
going on all over the world patterns that end up with the de~ise of a
Jamaica but

now are targeted at An gola, Mozambique, and countries

like Nicaragua. We are in a period too, where we are seeing growing
struggles in metropolitan centres all over the world. Struggles
that are going on in this country are but one reflection of that.
I have been in Europe, Canada and the States. I have participated
this last year in the struggles of migrant workers in France, Germany,
Switzerland. I have been in Mexico and worked with people

orga-

nizing there the march of 150,000 people to protest El Salvador.
And there is, I think, a dialectical relationship between the
Third World struggles and the metropolitan struggles. And always
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there is this clarity and unity that people keeps coming up, a clarity
cfna unity that keep~ sprouting like a green plant.

I think that we in American Bl ack communities ' have played a prophetic rolE
~'

That our struggles of the 60's have played a prophetic role for
the world. It has provided essential lessons. Now we need to look
to the world for more lessons, because as brother Les Payne said
this morning "I think we have got to be accurate and clear that in
the Black community our struggle has slowed down." It is time for
us now to pick that pace back up again. And there is an important
task for all of us in that regard. I want to begin to look at what
I call "on-winning~" some ideas and practicalities. I want to suggest
that from listening today I think one of the things we might talk
about is the internationalization of the use of law as a tool of
struggle4 That is I would like to see in your work more ways that
you take the tool of law into the generalized political framework
of struggle all over the world. I address particularly all of you here
from the United States and urge you to utilize international
organizations like that I work with and others in Geneva as places
to use your law skills to further the internationalization of the
struggle in this country and in others, e.g., Puerto Rico. There
are many, many more "political prisoners" in prisons all over
this country whose cases need to be .i lorought before the international community. The whole concept of "political prisoner"
needs to be expanded to include the person whose only so-called
crime was that he or she, unemployed, discarded by the economy,
wanted to feed his or her child.
Seems to me that one of the other major tasks before us is that
the whole question of the international corporate monopoly on
the flow of information needs to be confronted. It should be a
fundamental right that people have access to real information not
packaged nonsense. You know I arrived just in time last night to
see what has been billed by the mass media here as a "Daddy Cronkite ..s"
retirement from the scene. And I got to thinking about how heavy
a message this is that Daddy Cronkite was retiring from the scene.
Because I remember Daddy Cronkite announcing in May 1978 that he had
just noticed that white people had been killed in the Congo, and he
implied that that taking place meant the point the United States
should wake up to the Congo situation. And I noticed now Daddy
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Cronkite has been replaced ever so rapidly by the stepson Dan
Rather. When I think of the stpson if I am not mistaken I think
I heard that he was brought to court recently for some :- physical
assault of third world people not .~oo long ago. It all seems to
me to illustrate a crucial area for us to do much more work on,
the area of monopoly capital's control of the media.
Thirdly, it seems to me that winning is organizing our youth.
One of the things we have got to do is organize to keep these
klans and South African-apartheid types out of the schools.
We have got to organize as well so that we can present a progressive message to these youth who are now so vulnerable to the
kind of racist rampant forces represented by people like those KKK
grand dragons that were being discussed earlier today.
Next, defeating rawhide and rainbow and the blue-eyed giant is
necessarily defeating their image. I couldn't help but think
today as I was listening to some of the workshops that it is
essential that we go about defeating the image of the invulnerability of the blue-eyed giant. It is a necessity that we understand that people are organizing all over the world and that at
times people are winning. -But above all that struggle is on the
ascendance.
This has been mentioned already, it was mentioned and beautifully
brought home by our opening historical oversight,that opening
workshop, that we need to replace the blue-eyed giant's history
with our own history. That just as there is a rise in racism
there is an accompanying rise in anti-racist work going on all
over the world. We need to take away his history of the cases like
the Chol Su Lee case in California, his My Lais, his trial of
tears

for the Cherokee people, his imprisonment of Japanese

Americans, his Vieques violence in Puerto Rico, his Fort Apaches
and we need to replace those with our own history that we are
making today. We have the history of the growing Anti-Klan network all over the United States, the growing anti-national fronts
in Britain where recently _ 50,000 people marched against the
rise of racist fascism in Britain. There are a growing number
of coalitions like your own all over Europe. Recently in Sri
Lanka I was lucky to see a group called the Movement for Inter-
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Racial Justice and Equality, a group commited to fighting against
the Imperialist effort to turn Sri Lanka into nothing but a free
trade zone, ' into a vast tourist "spa" for western countri~s. The
acquital of the killers from the Kl ~~ in North Carolina this
year is being followed all over Africa. It is a concern all
over Africa. 100,000 people marching in Washington this year
against ~ licies -- i -n El Salvador is being watched all over Africa.
'What I am t.~ying to suggest is that just as there has been a rise
in racism there is a rise all over the world in forces fighting
against racism.
I was recently part of a group of people supporting the Aboriginal
land struggles in Noonkambah', Australia. There aborigines have been
fighting to protect their sacred land. And their symbol, their
conscious symbol, is the clinched fist from the 1968 Olympics.
I learned today in the workshop that the Chinese waiters here in
New York are organizing themselves into their own Union for the
first time. Both of these are linked to the recent protest march
in Mexico City with 150,000 people marching to protest U.S. role
in El Salvador.
But I think there is another level to all this. I think all of us .
must recognize that our very presence today, the array of people that
have worked on this event today, the experience and the vision of
all the people that we have had a chance to share this with today,
this conference in and of itself constitutes a victory for us. What
is that victory? The essential part of our victory is unity. Black
people, white people, yellow people, all people struggling in this
country coming together in a sense of unity. We have a tremendous
legacy of struggle in this country. As a man named Woody Guthry used
to say all the time when he was asked what is your philosophy? He
used to answer, "I want to sing songs that will prove to you that
this is your world and if it knocks you pretty hard and sometimes
it knocks you for a dozen loops. No matter how hard it runs you
down or rolls you over, no matter what color or what size or how
you are built, I want to sing the songs that make you take
pride in yourself and take pride in your work." Paul Robeson used
to say 1 the artist has before him but one choice, I think you as lawyers
have before you one choice. You must elect, as brother Robeson used
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to say, to fight either for freedom or for slavery. You have got
to make a choice, ain't no question. There should be as we leave
here today a song left in every one of our hearts and on all our
lips, SAME STRUGGLE, SAME FIGHT. They
,· say in Angola today that
the expressions "a luta continua, a vitoria € certa" are changed
'

a bit.

Imperialism has forced us, they say, to be more clever,

more enduring in our perspective. They say, therefore, now in
Angola and Mozambique not that the struggle continues and victory
·· is certain.. They say,

a nd we too sholltl LQ;, say ~ "a vi tor ia continua,

a ·"'l uta € certa" . _ ~~:tory is a continuous process, struggle is
certain. SAME STRUGGLE, SAME FIGHT. Thank you all very much.

